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What are our senses?

1. Smell (Olfactory): Sense Organ - nose.  

2. Vision: Sense Organ - eyes.  It is used to learn about
objects, maintain posture & provide information about 
our position in space.  

3. Hearing (Auditory): Sense Organ – ears.  Hearing enables
humans to screen out irrelevant stimuli & orient themselves 
to relevant environmental noise.  

4. Taste (Gustatory): Sense Organ - tongue.  Strongly 
connected to the sense of smell.

5. Touch (tactile): Sense Organ - skin. 



Two body or hidden senses:

6. Vestibular: Sense Organ - received from the

inner ear & detects motion.  It  aids in balance

and posture.

7. Body awareness (proprioception): where 

information is received from the muscles, 

tendons and joints, and provides us with an 

awareness of our bodies position in relation 

to our environment, gravity and space.



How does Sensory Processing Work

Sensory input 
from all senses 

Register it Store it in memory Adapt to current 
situation

Respond 
appropriately



Sensory Preference



Going for Coffee





Over – Sensitive Child



For example:

» Noah covers his ears when ever a child starts screaming 

or yelling or the vacuum cleaner is put on (hearing)

» Levi avoids the swing or slippery slide and becomes upset 

when placed on them (vestibular)

» Amy does not like anyone standing too close or brushing 

against her or putting her hands in messy play (touch)

» Rebecca becomes upset when going outside and will 

complain that her eyes hurt, squinting and shading them 

(vision)

» Mia will begin to gag when John gets out his curry lunch or 

if her teacher where’s a certain perfume (smell)

» Peter prefers bland foods (taste)



Under – Sensitive Child



» For example:

» Leslie enjoys music and turns it up loud (hearing)

» Holly loves jumping on anything and will frequently 

spin herself (vestibular)

» Oliver enjoys the sandpit and getting dirty (touch)

» Sam constantly turns light switches on and off 

(vision)

» Jackson will constantly lick or place things in his 

mouth (taste)



Try and understand our child’s sensory 

processing.  By understanding a child’s 

sensory preferences, you can begin to 

understand why they engage in certain 
behaviour or avoid certain activities or 

situations.  You can also begin to understand 

how this may impact how they interact with 

other people; experience, manage, and 

express their emotions; and explore and 
engage with the environment.



Sensory Preferences



Sleep, food, calmness



Screen Time

» Children younger than 2 years should not spend anytime 

viewing TV or other electronic media and for children 2-5 years 

less than 1 hour per day is recommended.

» Children 5-18 years no more than 2 hours of screen time a day 

for entertainment (excluding educational purposes).



Coping Skills

» Teach awareness of body’s state of being & what to do to alter it

» Teach how to breathe deeply

» Affirmations – “I am feeling calmer. I am okay.”



Universal Design Strategies 

» “Universal design” is a philosophy that promotes the design of 

environments to be as usable by as many people as possible. 

» Think about creating a non-distracting and calming environment.



Noise

» Sound-absorbing walls or soft furnishings

» Quiet spaces

» Project voice



Visual

Fluorescent or harsh lighting 

can hurt the eyes of some 
children.  It is best to use soft 

lighting where possible –
replace fluorescent with 

halogen lighting or natural 

light. Adjustable lighting in 
some rooms can be calming. 

Avoid slatted or vertical 
blinds as they can become 

distracting, as when children 

move their head it creates 
flickering sunlight.



Visual

» Reduce visual clutter & 

things hanging from the 
ceiling

» Consider colour – top 
picture a little overwhelming, 

compared to bottom



Smell

Some children can become 

overwhelmed by subtle smells 

that you may not even notice, 

such as someone's deodorant 
or perfume, or the smells of 

fabrics, etc. You may try a 

background smell (not 

lavender), cooking smells, smell 

banks housed in a collection of 
jars or bottles, fruit left in bowls 

to be picked up and smelt and 

herb gardens in pots. 



Routines and Practices

Consider staggered lunch 
times to reduce 
playground noise during 
lessons; staggered outside 
play so less children; 
encourage movement 
breaks regularly within the 
routine to assist with 
arousal.



Adjustments 

to tasks &/or 
Environments 

at an 

individual 
level & 

Sensory input 
to modulate 

arousal



Take Home Message

Consider Sensation when children are not coping in their daily 

interactions, routines and environments.


